
Bright garland with macramé feathers
Instructions No. 2076
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

No matter whether one is addicted to the Boho style, simply Macramé likes it or wants only a decoration for e.g. the bedroom. A garland with Macramé-
Feathers is timelessly beautiful and a great eye-catcher, which depending on the material used is also very versatile.

1. Ribbon prepare 
First, cut off a sufficiently long piece, Ribbon lay it twice and make a knot at one end to form a loop. Then cut a piece of cardboard to your liking, which will be
about the same width as yours. Therefore you wind your Yarn wool many times. How often depends on how thick your material is and how luxurious you
Feathers want it to be.



When you've wound enough, cut it Yarn on one (!) side. If you find out later that yours Yarn is not enough, you can do more work this way.

2. Feathers knot 
Now place your individual yarn sections once above and once below the long thread. The end pieces are always placed under the loop of the other section.

Then tighten the ends loosely, push the first knot up to the knot and tighten it properly. In this way, you can tie up sections of yarn until you have reached the
desired size or mass 

You can let the loops of the section below always point in one direction or alternately tie them. That means sometimes the lower loop is on the left (and top
right) and sometimes it is on the right (and top left).



So you can also vary the bridge in the middle 

Depending on the material used, you can create a wide variety of individual pieces, Feathers and the number of sections you need will also vary 

If you then use different colours or combine different yarns and wool, you can create numerous individual Feathers ones.

3. Feathers comb and cut into shape 
When yours Feathers are finished, comb them out. Depending on the
material, different tools are always better suited. Do this until the individual
yarn sections are no longer twisted and fall loosely and fluffy. When
combing you should always start at the end and then slowly work your way to
the middle. That way you will prevent the individual threads from knotting too
tightly 

If the threads do not come loose as desired, e.g. with a comb, then use a
needle with a round tip to loosen the cord pieces 

Then you can cut yours into Feathers the desired shape.

4. Putting the garland together 
If you have finished enough Feathers , you can now attach them to the
branch. Either directly on it, with an extra piece on Ribbon, the eyelets or a
combination of all of these 

For my variant, they are Feathers partly threaded Warp yarn on one piece and
partly knotted tightly. Wrap this around the branch and fix it Yarn to the outer
eyelets.

Last but not least you arrange the lights on the feather garland and you only need to find a nice corner for your new light decoration 

Have fun doing it!

Article number Article name Qty
699037-01 Branch with eyeletsL 40 cm 1
361965 Warp yarn "Natural white", 200 m 1
11020 Rico Creative Cotton CordNature 1
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